NETWORKING TIPS
BASED ONYOUR INDUSTRY

We interviewed power networkers to give you the
best tips based on industry standard
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2020 NETWORKING TACTICAL TIPS BY INDUSTRY

CONNECT WITH ME:

NETWORKING IS NOT
A ONE SIZE FITS ALL
ACTIVITY

Created by Ashley Owens - Networking Concierge

Congratulations! You took the right step into being more
intentional about your networking activities! Bravo.
I network for a living, and believe me when I tell you.
sometimes even I have a hard time turning "on" when I have
had a really busy or stressful day. But reminding myself that I
don't need to be "on" all the time, makes these activities so
much more enjoyable.
As a host on RVNTV where I interview Power Networkers in
the Philadelphia area, I speak to professionals every week on
air on their networking tips. Everyone has their own way of
going about it, and some industries are heavily saturated,
some are harder to break through the stereotype of being
salesey, and others are even harder to understand the age old
question, " WHAT DO YOU DO?."
Since networking is such a personal activity, I combined all
the best tips from these professionals and broke it down by
industry.

Enjoy! - Ashley Owens - Host of
Connect To Success and
Networking Concierge
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SALES
PROFESSIONALS

Networking Events

Research conferences a few months in
advance. The web is like a best friend to
salespeople, so find out who is running
the conference or identify the
coordinator and what they did the year
before. Look for a couple of things you
like and use them during the
conversation.
Volunteer to do some work for them and
post their event on Facebook and other
platforms. The more involved you are,
the more people you know and the
deeper your connections become.
You need to make sure that you meet
and talk to people. Get to know them
first then they’ll get to know you more. If
you’re there at 6:59 and leave at 8:01,
nothing’s going to happen to you. So the
key is to go beyond and meet as many
people as you can.
Try to do a quick little touch on the
elbow and say something like, “Wow!
your shoes are amazing.” That will catch
their attention and possibly start an
awesome conversation.
Look for that one person who looks as
uncomfortable as you feel, approach that
person then start the conversation.

Use openers. For women, you can
compliment their shoes, accessories or
purses, they love that and they’ll start to
open up more topics. For men, you can
probably ask for their opinions on a manly
subject, like watches and they’ll surely
talk.
Help people connect with other people, it
will create a win-win situation for both
parties.
Get them to feel comfortable with you and
always have your business cards ready to
make sure that they will remember you.

Genuinely build relationships and stay as
sincere as possible. People will know
when you truly care about them and that
enables you to build the trust that you
need.

It’s like when you’re in an audition, you
walk in and do the best you can and just
wait. If you get rejected or get no
response, move along and never stop
trying. Chill, your time will come, just don’t
stop trying.

Just be natural and authentic. Never try
to sell at networking events because
people will surely avoid and not talk to
you.

Push backs are very normal in networking.
It is very important to know your audience.
Listen and engage, and everything else
follows.

SALES PROFESSIONALS
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SALES
PROFESSIONALS
Listen to be able to give suggestions
and create a relationship with the
people you are talking to. Make sure
that when they speak, you listen and
take note of the key points so when it’s
your time to talk, you can respond to
them appropriately.
Use one sentence or one question
prompt. It’s being able to get the
essence of the value that you are trying
to provide directly or indirectly down to
a one-sentence or one question prompt
that gets people thinking in the right
direction. One interesting line is, “I have
the best job in the world because I get
to talk trash all day”. That statement
makes you wanna talk to that person
because it’s funny, interesting, catchy
and clever.
Do not sound scripted. A script does not
work on everyone 100% of the time. The
spontaneity of being able to address
the person you are speaking with and
the ability to listen is much more
important.
Join organizations that allow you to
meet people then you can start
marketing your business while
engaging in opportunities or services
you can offer to business owners or
whatever field you are into.

Networking Events
Get referrals and do lots of networking
to get to know the trusted adviser
community that business owners rely
on. Advisers like accountants,
attorneys, financial advisers or
business advisers. It’s important to get
a referral from these people because
they know the business owners. And
when they know what you for to the
community, referrals will surely follow.

**Bonus** How to prepare for a client meeting

Research and know more about your
prospective clients. Understand their
needs and know what they want to
achieve for their business.
Discover and get in touch. An
example is to know the status of their
union and know what’s going on with
the business.
You have to gauge what they know,
what they do or what they read so
you would get an idea of what and
what not to talk when coaching them.
Make a followup at least 4 times, this
is where synergy comes in.

Giving out gift boxes is a very
interesting and unique approach that
has proven to be successful. But
remember to only hand out gift boxes
to very important prospects or people
on your list.

SALES PROFESSIONALS
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SALES
PROFESSIONALS
HOLDING AN EFFECTIVE FIRST MEETING
(Questions To Ask)
What prompted your interest in our meeting?
How are you handling ( new competition, visibility, etc.)
Can you tell me what your biggest priorities are for this year?
Whom would you say your most valuable customers are?
Why do customers stay with you?
What are your most important goals?
How would you describe the biggest challenges facing your own customers?
From your perspective, given everything we've discussed, what would be a
helpful follow up to this meeting?

SALES PROFESSIONALS
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EVENT PLANNER
Networking Events

Go there, work the room and engage. Walk around and introduce
yourself. Get people to notice you and stay as confident as you
can.
Don’t be about yourself. Talking about you, what you do or what
you can offer them can come later. Be a listener, be intrigued
about the person that you’re talking to because if you do that,
you’re gonna capture their attention right away.
Don’t linger too long, be in and out. You don’t want to get too
comfortable too soon to people that you’re meeting for the first
time, you will want to slowly build that relationship. Most
relationships are built in a nice, comfortable pace instead of
jumping in right away.
You have 24 hours to make a follow-up. Find a way to connect with
them like having coffee, breakfast or lunch and learn a bit more
about them, then that you can be more engaging.

"No one cares
what you do, so
give value every
day to be
remembered!"

EVENT PLANNER
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FASHION /
STYLIST

Networking Events

Go to different locations to host a pop-up trunk show. Talk to women and
have them fit the clothes that you’re selling and make sure they’ll buy it. If
alterations are needed, allow them to send them back to you. Make them feel
that they can trust you and they will surely come back shopping for more.
Talk to people and find out who wants to sell the products too. You will never
know who can help you and who you can help.
Having an amazing app is very helpful and modern. In this world where
everything revolves online, an app is very much helpful in growing one’s
business.
Engage in virtual consultations. Having virtual consultations is very
convenient not only that it saves time and energy for a meetup but also since
you have touched and tried the clothes, the process is going to be easier.
Knowing the size and fit of the clothes is an assurance to your customers that
you will surely find a perfect fit for them.

FASHION / STYLIST
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INSURANCE
Networking Events
Be prepared and set a purpose. Know who you want to see so you will have a plan and
purpose going there.
Know who is operating the event. Do a little research of who they are and seek them out.
Introduce yourself and be natural. If they like you, what they’re going to do is introduce
you to someone else.
Just be yourself and find what works for you and who you want to connect with. Just run
with it and don’t forget to enjoy.
Nobody cares about what you do, always remember that. No one wants to talk about
insurance unless they need it, that’s a fact of life. So don’t be too quick to tell someone
what you do.
Connect with people and don’t talk to them about work. Talk about something else, like
what you see in the room or their interests. You will eventually get there, just take some
time and don’t rush it. Ask them questions to get them comfortable with you like making
them talk about themselves.
Get to know people and treat everyone the same. Stop making assumptions based on
how people are dressed or what industry they’re in. Always treat people equally.
Do what you say you’re going to do and never make crazy promises. Just say what you
think you can do. Don’t oversell yourself and just end up not doing anything at all.

INSURANCE
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SOCIAL MEDIA &
MARKETING
**Bonus Topic**
Best practices on growing a business on
social media and de-escalating negative
reviews without showing emotional
responses.

Look at people in the eyes. It makes
them think that you are connected
to them.
Listening is a great way to start a
conversation. It makes them feel
that you’re interested in them and
what they’re saying.
Some people just hear, but they
don’t listen. Ask relevant questions
to have a better conversation.
Leave something that is of value.
Not only leave your business card
but also leave them with something
that they can have a reason to
contact you again. Always follow-up
the next day.

BEST PRACTICES ON
GROWING A BUSINESS
ON SOCIAL MEDIA

Have a good strategy. Know and
understand who to target.
Have a great content. To reach your
targeted audience, you need to
post a crafted message or content
for them and do it frequently so you
stay top of mind. Consistency is the
key.
Have a media budget. This is to
increase the visibility of that
content to your targeted audience.

HOW TO DE-ESCALATE
NEGATIVE REVIEWS
WITHOUT SHOWING AN
EMOTIONAL RESPONSE

Respond to the person publicly
by addressing him/her by name.
Apologize for what happened and
acknowledge what the person is
saying and that its valid.
Take ownership. Tell them that
you will do what you need to do
as a business to make things
right. The goal is to show you
make mistakes but you always
make it right.

SOCIAL MEDIA & MARKETING
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CYBER SECURITY
TECH
Networking Events
If you have access on the guest list. Find
out who’s the best to be strategic partners
with and make a plan.
Going in and be social. Don’t forget to take
down notes.
Find somebody that you don’t know. Get
into the flow first, make sure you’re
listening to them then move on to the next
person.
Get to know people. The strategy is to
know a few specific people and have a
relationship with them as opposed to
knowing everyone. Quality over quantity,
always remember that.
Being open to new people. Being kind is
very important, so go out there with an
open mind and treat people with humility
and kindness.
Do not oversell yourself. Talk about just a
basic idea about your company. People
don’t need to know everything about your
company, getting in depth with the details
can come later
Get into a comfortable situation first and
then ask them what they do, who they
work for and what they like to do. They'll
then start to ask you what you do and
that’s the time you make them understand
what exactly it is that you do.
Think of how you can make a strategic
partnership with them, know who their
end customers are, their business
partners and who you can share clients
with. The goal is how you can share leads
and introductions for them.

CYBER SECURITY TECH

When you have that relationship and
you’re interested in doing business
with someone and you click, make it
your mission to do the “thing” first.
It’s like when you agreed, find that
something that you can help them
with before anything else. Don’t
wait, do it and you’ll definitely get
something back.This is what you call
“Givers Gain”
Show people that you will follow
through. If you find someone that is
a great fit, make sure that you follow
through and always do what you say
you will do.
Join a networking group. People can
strengthen relationships with their
prospects and customers by
referring to trusted and like minded
partners for additional areas of
products and services.
Meet people. Talk about your
business, what you are looking for,
who you want to speak to and who
are the key people that helped you
get into other businesses. The
reality of doing that is making sure
you get an introductory email.
Always make a follow-up.
Refer other people at the end of a
business presentation. What you do
is at the end of your presentation,
include a list of other companies or
industries that might be of help to
your client’s business. Your clients
might be needing other people’s
help, so it is also important to
provide them with other options.
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MOST COMMON
TIPS
(46%) MEET / CONNECT WITH PEOPLE AND ASK THE RIGHT QUESTIONS
You need to make sure that you meet and talk to people. Get to know them first then
they’ll get to know you more. Don’t talk to them about work and always ask the right
questions. Questions like, “How did you find this group?”, “What brings you here?”, “Who
brought you in?”. Nobody cares about what you do so never bring that up. Instead, ask
people about themselves. Ask them questions to get them comfortable with you. Most
importantly, don’t forget to take down notes. The strategy is to know a few specific
people and have a relationship with them as opposed to knowing everyone. Quality
over quantity, always remember that.
(21%) FOLLOW- UP
You have 24 hours to make a follow-up. Find a way to connect with them like having
coffee, breakfast or lunch and learn a bit more about them. Not only leave your
business card but also leave them with something that they can have a reason to
contact you again and always do what you say you will do. In addition, try to find them
on LinkedIn or on whatever platform they're in where you can connect with them. You
might not see them on the next networking event, but you can connect with them
online and you might just be their next champion.
(17%) LISTEN
Some people just hear, but they don’t listen. It’s a great way to start a conversation, it
makes them feel that you’re interested. Listen and understand to be able to give
suggestions and create a relationship with the people you are talking to. Don’t be about
yourself, what you do or what you can offer them can come later. Be a listener, be
intrigued about the person that you’re talking to because if you do that you’re gonna
capture their attention right away.

MOST COMMON TIPS
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MOST COMMON
TIPS
(17%) REFERRALS
Do lots of networking to get to know the trust adviser community that business
owners rely on. Advisory like accountants, attorneys, financial advisory or business
advisory. It’s important to get a referral from these people because they know the
business owners. Refer other people at the end of your business presentation.
Include a list of other companies or industries that might be of help to your client’s
business. Help people connect with other people, it will create a win-win situation.
Business owners can strengthen relationships with their prospects and customers
by referring to trusted and like minded partners for additional areas of products
and services.What prompted your interest in our meeting?
(13%) DO NOT OVERSELL YOURSELF
Talk about just a basic idea about your company and just say what you think you
can do. Do not oversell yourself and just be natural and authentic.
(8%) JOIN ORGANIZATIONS OR NETWORKING GROUPS
Join organizations or networking groups that allow you to meet people. Then you
can start marketing your business while engaging in opportunities or services you
can offer to business owners or whatever field you are into.

MOST COMMON TIPS
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